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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Florida Natural Areas Inventory conducted a conservation easement monitoring inspection at the
Seven Runs Creek Property for the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The
property comprises 1,103.5 acres in two disjunct parcels approximately eleven miles south of
Ponce de Leon, Florida, and two miles west of the Choctawhatchee River. State Road (SR) 81
forms the eastern boundary of the property. The larger northwestern parcel is 1,018.6 acres, and
the southeastern parcel is 84.9 acres. The conservation easement was acquired by the Florida
Board of Trustees on August 29, 2011. Prior to the site inspection Florida Natural Areas
Inventory reviewed the Baseline Documentation Report (BDR) and monitoring reports from
2012, 2013, 2015, and 2017. The inspection was conducted on February 2, 2021.
The Seven Runs Creek Property is composed primarily of uplands with a recent history of
commercial pine production and agriculture. Currently most of these uplands are planted
longleaf pine stands. Although stands of off-site pines and old clearcuts remain, all dense stands
(totaling about 78 acres) have been either cleared or heavily thinned and planted with longleaf
pine. Controlled burns are being utilized to facilitate restoration of natural functions to these
uplands which were historically a mix of sandhill and upland pine communities. The remaining
uplands are sandhill and hardwood areas that do not appear to have changed since the BDR. The
property is bisected by Seven Runs Creek and its small seepage stream tributaries. These appear
to be in good condition.
Existing infrastructure consists of an old pivot irrigation apparatus and well, vehicle trails,
perimeter fences, access gates, and culverts. No significant changes to this infrastructure have
occurred since the baseline inventory.
The invasive exotics cogon grass (Imperata cylindrica) and Japanese climbing fern (Lygodium
japonicum) continue to be treated by the manager. Both species appear to be in a maintenance
condition; they are not aggressively overtaking native vegetation but will require continued
treatment. No other exotic species were found during the site inspection.
Four tracked plant species and three tracked animal species are documented on or very near the
Seven Runs Creek Property: Baltzell’s sedge (Carex baltzellii), serviceberry holly (Ilex
amelanchier), mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia), pineland hoary-pea (Tephrosia mohrii),
gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), eastern diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus
adamanteus), and Florida pine snake (Pituophis melanoleucus mugitus). The property is a
gopher tortoise recipient site regulated by FWCC. No significant changes appear to have
occurred with any of the rare species’ populations.

GENERAL EASEMENT INFORMATION
Has the inspection team received and reviewed the following documents which should be
required to conduct this inspection:
1. Conservation easement: Yes
2. Easement Documentation Report: Yes
a. Attach a copy of all prohibited uses as specified in the Easement Documentation
Report. Have you reviewed these before commencing inspection Yes
b. Attach a copy of all reserved rights as specified in the Easement Documentation
Report. Have you reviewed these before commencing inspection Yes
3. Last inspection report: Yes
4. Location of photopoints and copies of photos from last inspection or BDR: Yes
Date(s) of Inspection: February 2, 2021
Date(s) of Last Inspection: November 8, 2017
Location: Seven Runs Creek Property, Walton County, FL (Figure 1)
Acreage: Approximately 1,104 acres
Date Easement Acquired: August 29, 2011
Name and Address of Owner at Acquisition: M. C. Davis
11490 Emerald Coast Parkway
Suite 300, Box 3
Miramar Beach, FL 32550
Name and Address of present owner (if different): Stella Davis 2015 Plantation Trust
4405 Commons Drive East
Destin, FL 32541
Length of Time in Present Ownership: 17-18 years. Most of the property was purchased on
July 12, 2002. A smaller portion was purchased in a separate acquisition on October 31, 2003.
Names of Members of Inspection Team: Kim Alexander and Katy NeSmith
Was Landowner or Agent present? Yes If not, name and address of representative and
identify permission given: Matt Aresco, Conservation Director, and Becca Cozad, Research
Biologist, were present for the interview, but were not present during the site inspection.
Ensure that you have several copies of the most recent aerial photo/image of this site before
commencing so you can record the location of changes. (Note date and source of aerial
images here 2019 NAIP Digital Ortho Quarter Quads (DOQQs) aerial photography was used for
this evaluation.

Figure 1. Location of the Seven Runs Creek Conservation Easement property in Walton County.

RESOURCES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Natural Communities Acreage (use FNAI natural community classification)
Table 1 lists the acreages of natural communities on the Seven Runs Creek Property as
determined by the BDR. Although most of the uplands have been significantly altered by past
silvicultural and agricultural uses, current management activities are in the process of restoring
these communities to their historic condition. These uplands are all classified as “forest
regeneration.” At the time of the baseline inventory, 52 acres were old clearcuts, 353 acres were
planted with longleaf pine, 28 acres were thinned off-site pine stands, and 78 acres were dense
off-site pine stands. Prior to the 2012 inspection, about 50 acres of dense off-site pines had been
thinned, and 23.5 acres had been clearcut and either burned or scalped in preparation for longleaf
pine planting. Since 2012, about 4 acres of dense slash pines were clearcut near SR 81 and
replanted with longleaf pines. Planted longleaf pine areas are now showing rapid growth
(Photopoint 7), and there is also significant growth of regenerating off-site pines on the northern
side of the property. In 2013, a prescribed burn in a large area of densely planted longleaf pines
resulted in significant pine mortality. Those areas have since been replanted with young longleaf
pines which are growing quickly.
The remaining uplands are sandhills with little or no pine canopy and hardwood forests that line
the several seepage streams that traverse the property. The successional oak canopy in these
areas is getting large (Photopoint 57), but otherwise no significant changes to these or any of the
wetland natural communities were noted during this site inspection. The creek systems and
associated steepheads appeared to be in good condition.
Table 1. Natural Communities on Seven Runs Creek Property, as determined in
the BDR.
FLUCCS
Code

FNAI Classification

BDR
Acreage

4430

Forest Regeneration

527.9

3200
4100
4210
4340

Sandhill

137.3

Upland Mixed Woodland

189.5

6300

Baygall

161.4

6140
6460
4200

Shrub Bog

68.5

Upland Hardwood Forest (Slope Forest in BDR)

8.9

6250

Wet Flatwoods

8.4

6410

Wet Prairie

1.6

TOTAL

1103.5

Ruderal Areas
The baseline inventory did not map any ruderal areas on the Seven Runs Creek Property. A
small ditch was noted on in the northeastern corner of the property draining south into the Seven
Runs Creek floodplain. No changes to this ditch were noted during this site inspection.
Existing Infrastructure
Existing infrastructure consists of an old pivot irrigation apparatus and well, vehicle trails,
perimeter fences, access gates, and culverts. The manager reports that the well has been capped.
All loose debris on the property has been removed. In 2016-2017, two new vehicle trails were
established through an area of densely planted longleaf pine. These were constructed as access
to two new well houses located in outparcels. No other changes to infrastructure have occurred
since the baseline inventory.

MONITORING TOPICS
Describe any significant qualitative changes in the condition of existing natural terrestrial and
wetland communities that have occurred since the BDR or the last inspection report. Note any
recent burns (prescribed or otherwise), overgrowth from fire suppression, changes in exotic
plant infestation, changes in topography, significant harvesting of trees, or other changes.
Document significant changes with photography.
Comments: As noted in the Natural Community Acreage section, several areas of dense loblolly
pine (“Forest Regeneration”) have been either thinned or clearcut. Since the baseline inventory,
about 50 acres of dense planted pines have been thinned and burned, and 23.5 acres have been
clearcut and burned or scalped in preparation for longleaf pine planting. Uplands are regularly
burned, according to the manager. A further 4 acres of slash pines were clearcut prior to the
2013 inspection. In 2017, 34 acres of densely planted longleaf pines were thinned. Timber
loading areas for these operations were burned and are beginning to recover vegetation
(Photopoint 65).
No significant qualitative changes to the natural uplands or any of the wetland natural
communities were noted during this site inspection. The creek systems and associated hardwood
forested slopes appear to be in good condition.
Existing status of exotic or non-native plant species and any changes in distribution of species
observed.
Comments: The baseline inventory report noted the occurrence of cogon grass (Imperata
cylindrica) and Japanese climbing fern (Lygodium japonicum) on the Seven Runs Creek
Property. Dr. Aresco reports that cogon grass infestations are actively sprayed. Japanese
climbing fern persists on the property, but treatment is ongoing. Both species appear to be in a
maintenance condition; they are not aggressively overtaking native vegetation but will require
continued treatment.
Note any observations of endangered and/or threatened species and any relevant observations
of changes in their habitat on the easement property.
Comments: Several endangered and threatened species are known from the property (Table 2).
The baseline inventory report lists several other rare species as occurring on the Seven Runs
Creek Property (Table 1 of the BDR), but these appear to be documented only on the Nokuse
Plantation Property. Locations of rare species documented in the FNAI BIOTICS database are
shown in Figure 2.
The central portion of the property just south of Seven Runs Creek is a gopher tortoise recipient
site on which 459 tortoises (257 adults and 202 juveniles) were placed. In July, 2012, the
temporary silt fencing surrounding this relocation site was removed. Dr. Aresco reports that
tortoises are expanding into the sandhill to the south of the recipient site. An active tortoise
burrow was observed in the area during the 2021 inspection.

The patch of native sandhill groundcover in the central portion of the property south of Seven
Runs Creek is in good condition. The hardwood forested creek slopes on which Baltzell’s sedge,
serviceberry holly, and mountain laurel occur are in excellent condition. Large patches of
Baltzell’s sedge were seen in two locations, and many mountain laurels were observed near
Seven Runs Creek during the 2013 inspection.
Table 2. Endangered and threatened species on Seven Runs Creek Property.
Species

Common Name

Fed
Status
N
N

State
Status
LT
LT

Carex baltzellii
Ilex amelanchier

Baltzell’s sedge
serviceberry holly

Kalmia latifolia
Tephrosia mohrii
Gopherus polyphemus
Crotalus adamanteus†

mountain laurel
pineland hoary-pea
gopher tortoise
eastern
diamondback
rattlesnake
Florida pine snake

N
N
N
N

LT
LT
ST
N

N

ST

southeastern fox
squirrel

N

N

Pituophis melanoleucus
mugitus
Sciurus niger niger*

Notes
Documented on site
Very probable on site; occurrence just off
property in adjoining hardwood forest
Documented on site
Documented on site
Documented on site
Documented on site. Seen traveling onto
property from road during the 2012 site
inspection.
very probable on site; recorded just off site
in adjoining MC Davis lands
Documented on site. Erroneously reported
S. n. shermanii in the BDR – Table 1.

Figure 2. Location map of rare species on Seven Runs Creek Property. 2019
high resolution aerial photography.
Existing mining and/or excavation activities and any changes in these activities observed since
BDR or since last inspection report
Comments: None.

Existing hydrologic alterations or disturbances (ditches, culverts, water holes, etc.) and any
changes observed since BDR or since last inspection report
Comments: A small ditch occurs in the northwestern portion of the property and drains
southward to the Seven Runs Creek floodplain. A culvert is also located in this general vicinity.
The ditch remains in the same condition. The culvert is now lying to one side of the creek.
Existing location, size and number of wells and any additional wells observed since BDR or
since last inspection report
Comments: There is a single well located on the south side of the property at a former irrigation
apparatus. This well has been capped.
Note any changes in the condition of historical, archeological, or cultural resources and the
location of sites discovered since the last inspection report or Baseline Documentation Report.
Comments: No historic, archeological, or cultural resources are known from the property.
Existing recreational or motorized vehicle use patterns and any changes observed since BDR
or since last inspection report
Comments: In 2016-2017, two new vehicle trails were established through an area of densely
planted longleaf pine. These were constructed as access to two new well houses located in
outparcels.
Restoration or removal of existing dwellings or structures, and any additional structures
observed since BDR or since last inspection report
Comments: No new structures were observed. No permanent structures were noted in the BDR.
All loose debris photographed in the BDR has been cleaned up, and silt fencing around the
tortoise relocation area has been removed since the BDR.
Existing agricultural uses and any changes in agricultural uses observed since BDR or since
last inspection report
Comments: None.
Condition of existing roads and any additional road construction observed since BDR or since
last inspection report
Comments: The existing roads are generally in good condition.
Describe any new Incompatible adjacent property uses or practices observed or noted by
owner or owner representative since BDR or since last inspection report. Indicate locations on
aerial photos.
Comments: No new incompatible uses were observed or reported during the 2021 site visit.

General recommendations for improving management; need for prescribed fire, exotic plant
control, etc
Comments: Continued restoration of historic pine communities is recommended. Since the
BDR, improvements in pine density, fire frequency, and re-introduction of longleaf pine and
gopher tortoises have been achieved. The efforts to control feral hogs are commendable, and
active trapping efforts should be continued.
Other significant observations relating to protection of the state’s interest in the property
Comments: None.
Other comments by inspectors
Comments: None.
Comments by owner or representative. Include any plans for impending changes in
management, land use or ownership.
Comments: No changes in management plans were reported by Dr. Aresco. Thinning and
clearcutting of off-site pines, planting of longleaf pines, prescribed burning, gopher tortoise
management, and other habitat improvement activities will continue.
Collect photopoints. Repeat photopoint locations and orientation from previous inspection
report or BDR and add new points as appropriate. (It is helpful to have the last set collected
so you can repeat orientation exactly). Record location of photopoints on aerial photo and
provide GPS points if collected. Note orientation (compass direction). Provide hard copy
prints as well as digital images. Label each photo with a photopoint number and date. Note
the number of photo points retaken and relevant observations from photographs.
Comments: There are 67 photopoints documented in the BDR and subsequent monitoring
reports. Most points were visited and three were re-photographed to demonstrate changes. This
report provides a complete list of all photopoints recorded at Seven Runs Conservation Easement
(Table 3). Locations are mapped in Figure 3.
Has an updated aerial photograph been obtained? If so, any relevant observations from the
aerial.
Comments: 2019 NAIP Digital Ortho Quarter Quads (DOQQs) aerial photography was used for
this evaluation. There are no significant changes evident from the 2017 aerial photography.
Any additional Photographs attached?
No additional photographs are included in this report.
Signature of Monitor:

Date: May 5, 2021

Figure 3. Locations of photopoints on the Seven Runs Creek conservation easement property.
Shaded areas were burned within the past three years. 2019 aerial photography.

Table 3. Photopoint locations and descriptions for the Seven Runs Creek Conservation
Easement.

E

Most
Recent
Photo
2011

Typical access gate

2

E

2011

3

N

4
5

ID

Dir

1

Description

2021 Notes

Latitude

Longitude

Same

30.529047

-85.932575

Typical vegetation

Same

30.529167

-85.927700

2011

Typical access road

Same

30.530192

-85.928139

W

2017

Planted longleaf pines

Same

30.531394

-85.927858

E

2011

Same

30.534731

-85.925864

6

N

2011

Same

30.529969

-85.923456

7

W

2021

Adjoining property located to the
north of the Subject Property
State Road 81 which is located
along the eastern border of the
Subject Property
Typical access gate; area behind
gate clearcut in 2013

30.530031

-85.923608

8

W

2011

Typical access road

Longleaf pines
taller; shrubs getting
denser
Same

30.529945

-85.924172

9

S

2011

A sandhill community

Same

30.529992

-85.924461

10

NW

2015

Same

30.533114

-85.923503

11

S

2013

Typical access road; gravel added
in 2015
A clear cut; planted longleaf pines

30.532789

-85.923614

12

N

2011

A fire break

Dense and shrubby;
longleaf pines to 20
feet tall
Recently disked

30.533533

-85.924139

13

NW

2017

-85.942628

N

2011

Recent burn west of
the access road
Same

30.533256

14

A typical access road; clearcut to
east
A seepage stream

30.533439

-85.940453

15

E

2011

A typical access road

Same

30.537347

-85.942717

16

N

2011

Planted longleaf pines

Same

30.537944

-85.942469

17

2011

Irrigation piping; removed

n/a

30.538897

-85.938683

18

2011

Same

30.538897

-85.938683

19

2011

Former irrigation system;
disconnected from pivot
A concrete pad and irrigation well

Same

30.538897

-85.938683

Not visited; no
change on aerial
photography
Same

30.537411

-85.935211

30.536358

-85.935236

20

SE

2011

A small depression

21

W

2011

Planted longleaf pines

22

E

2012

Same

30.543722

-85.933197

2011

Silt fencing around the gopher
tortoise relocation area; removed
A gopher tortoise borrow

n/a

30.543742

-85.931628

Nice condition, but
sand pines large and
regenerating
Not accessible; no
change on aerial

30.542936

-85.928697

30.543678

-85.923192

23
24

S

2011

A sandhill community

25

E

2011

Seven Runs Creek which bisects
the Subject Property

ID

Dir

26

N

Most
Recent
Photo
2011

27

N

2011

28

SE

2011

29

N

2011

30

NW

2011

31

NW

2011

32

S

2015

33

S

2017

34

N

2011

35

S

2011

36

SE

2012

37

NE

2011

Latitude

Longitude

Not accessible; no
change on aerial
Not accessible; no
change on aerial
Not accessible; no
change on aerial

30.544128

-85.924178

30.546842

-85.932392

30.546897

-85.931369

Same

30.542206

-85.934961

Same

30.542250

-85.936394

Not visited; no
change on aerial
photography
Same

30.542614

-85.941033

30.540686

-85.942092

Same

30.557981

-85.931100

Same

30.559033

-85.931225

Same

30.552922

-85.933236

Titi less dense, but
reaching 10'
Same

30.552314

-85.934111

30.551568

-85.935540

2011

A titi swamp; edge of swamp cut
in 2012
A typical access road; GPS
position moved in 2012
Two metal culverts

Same

30.552022

-85.936617

2011

A washed out access road

Same

30.552022

-85.936617

40

2011

n/a

30.552269

-85.933575

41

2011

A metal 5-gallon drum No soil
staining or stressed veg; removed
Metal debris; removed

n/a

30.552269

-85.933575

42

2011

Several tires; removed

n/a

30.552269

-85.933575

38
39

SW

Description
Silt fencing around the gopher
tortoise relocation area
A seepage stream
Cogon grass (Imperata
cylindrica); treated but persisting
in 2013
Typical vegetation
A typical access road and planted
longleaf pines
Typical vegetation in a seepage
stream ravine
Planted longleaf pines; many
killed in fire
A typical access road; planted
longleaf pines
The adjoining property located to
the north of the Subject Property.
A small drainage ditch

2021 Notes

43

N

2011

Typical vegetation

Same

30.553606

-85.932331

44

N

2013

Same

30.556306

-85.931864

45

W

2012

A clear cut area; planted longleaf
pines
Typical vegetation; thinned pines

30.554764

-85.926997

46

SW

2012

Typical vegetation; thinned pines

30.551878

-85.926578

47

SE

2011

Typical vegetation

Abundant slash
pines regenerating;
some longleaf pine
seedlings
Woody debris no
longer visible
Same

30.551383

-85.928161

48

W

2011

Typical vegetation

Same

30.557794

-85.927392

49

N

2011

Typical vegetation

Same

30.557658

-85.918222

50

W

2011

A titi swamp

Same

30.556981

-85.918619

51

W

2011

Typical vegetation

Same

30.556031

-85.917561

52

W

2011

Japanese Climbing Fern
(Lygodium japonicum)

Plants present, but
brown from frost

30.553978

-85.916400

ID

Dir

53

S

Most
Recent
Photo
2011

54

N

2011

State Road 81 which is located
along the eastern border of the
Subject Property.
Planted longleaf pines

55

S

2011

Planted longleaf pines

56

N

2011

57

N

58

Description

2021 Notes

Latitude

Longitude

Same

30.552281

-85.915683

30.547908

-85.916636

30.547092

-85.917117

A dry creek bed

Longleaf pines
larger. Vegetation
fairly dense and
oaks bigger.
Longleaf pines
larger.
Same

30.548019

-85.918644

2021

Typical vegetation

Oaks larger

30.549422

-85.920383

S

2011

Typical vegetation

Same

30.547858

-85.921019

59

W

2011

A titi swamp

Same

30.549000

-85.921467

60

W

2011

Same

30.543514

-85.918867

61

N

2011

An access road between
NWFWMD land and the Subject
Property.
Typical vegetation

Same

30.543936

-85.919467

62

W

2011

-85.920564

NE

2017

Creek access area
under renovation.
Same

30.539086

63

30.556651

-85.926227

64

SW

2017

The intersection of Seven Runs
Creek and State Road 81.
Clearcut/scalped area of former
planted pines
Clearcut of planted pines and
recent burn; planted longleaf pines

30.555581

-85.920097

65

NW

2021

Timber loading area

30.529047

-85.929352

66

S

2017

30.536791

-85.942253

67

N

2017

New vehicle trail leading to well
house
New vehicle trail to well house
traversing planted longleaf pine
stand killed by fire and
regenerating

Very dense loblolly
pines overwhelming
planted longleaf
pines
Area cleaned up;
some debris
remaining
Same
Longleaf pines
growing

30.541506

-85.937779

APPENDIX A
Site Photographs

Photopoint 7. Typical access gate; area behind gate clearcut in 2013. Longleaf pines taller;
shrubs getting denser.

Photopoint 57. Typical vegetation. Oaks larger.

Photopoint 65. Timber loading area. Area cleaned up; some debris remaining.

PROHIBITED USES and RESERVED RIGHTS
(Copied from the Easement Documentation Report)

